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ARCHIVUM MATHEMATICUM (BRNO)Tomus 34 (1998), 329 { 336LOWER-DIMENSIONAL DECOMPOSITIONS USING COMPLEXVARIABLESWolfgang TutschkeAbstract. The purpose of the present paper is to represent non-holomorphicfunctions depending on one or several complex variables by holomorphic andanti-holomorphic functions depending on only one complex variable. Simi-larly as in the case of functions of real variables, the obtained criteria canalso be interpreted as conditions for the solvability of functional equations.1. Statement of the problemA function h = h(x; y) depending on two real variables x and y can be repre-sented in the form(1) h(x; y) = nXk=1fk(x)gk(y)where the fk and the gk depend only on one real variable x and y resp. if andonly if the determinantDnxyh =  h @xh @2xh : : : @nxh@yh @x@yh @2x@yh : : : @nx@yh... ... ... . . . ...@ny h @x@ny h @2x@ny h : : : @nx@ny h vanishes identically. A complete and correct version of this statement was rstgiven by F. Neuman in his papers [7, 8], while the survey article [10] writtenby F. Neuman and Th. M. Rassias contains historical comments and sketchespresent trends. The present state of the the theory of decomposition (including1991 Mathematics Subject Classication: 39B32, 30D05, Secondary: 34A20, 30G20.Key words and phrases: holomorphic solution of functional equations, poly-analytic functions,ordinary dierential equations in the complex domain.The author thanks Prof. F. Neuman and Prof. J. Simsa from the Mathematical Institute ofthe Czech Academy of Sciences in Brno and the referee as well for some hints improving the nalversion of this manuscript.Received September 25, 1996.




 are domains in the z- and in the -planeresp. Suppose, further, that h depends holomorphically on both complex variables.Dene the determinant Dnzh by replacing the dierentiations with respect to xand y in Dnxyh by the ordinary complex dierentiations with respect to z and resp. Then the following statement is true:Lemma 1. In 
z  
 the function h = h(z; ) can be represented in the form(2) h(z; ) = nXk=1fk(z)gk()with linearly independent fk and gk (dened in 
z and 
 resp.) if and only ifDnzh  0 and Dn 1z h 6= 0.This statement can be proved by repeating the arguments of F. Neuman's proofof Theorem 1 in his paper [8]. One has to take into consideration, only, that onehas to solve an ordinary dierential equation in the complex domain of order ninstead of an ordinary dierential equation in one real variable. As in the real case,its solutions are linear combinations of n linearly independent solutions (see, forinstance, H. Herold's book [5]) whose coecients depend of the second variable.Introduce complex dierentiations @z and @z by@z = 12 (@x   i@y)@z = 12 (@x + i@y)where z = x + iy. Suppose h = h(x; y) = h(z) is a (real or complex valued)function depending n times continuously dierentiable on x and y dened in thedomain 
 of the z = x + iy-plane without necessarily being holomorphic in z.Applying F. Neuman's arguments to Dnzzh instead to Dnxyh, one gets the followingstatement:Lemma 2. Suppose Dnzzh  0 and Dn 1zz h 6= 0 in the domain 
 of the complexplane. Then h satises an (ordinary) dierential equation of order n with respectto the operator @z in 
 whose coecients are holomophic functions in 
.
LOWER-DIMENSIONAL DECOMPOSITIONS 331Indeed, the derivatives with respect to z of the coecients of the linear com-binations mentioned above have to vanish identically, i.e., these coecients areholomorphic.Remark 1. Concerning all possible representations of form (1) the same statementcan be made as in the case of real variables (see F. Neuman's papers [7, 8]).Remark 2. In view of Hartogs's Continuity Theorem (cf., for instance, L. Hor-mander's book [6]) a function h = h(z; ) is a holomorphic function in (z; ) if onlyh is partially holomorphic in z and in  as well. In view of the complex versionof the Weyl Lemma (see, for instance, I. N. Vekua's book [17] or the booklet [14])for the holomorphy in one complex variable it is sucient that the function isintegrable with respect to the variable under consideration and that the Cauchy-Riemann system is satised in the distributional sense.3. Preliminaries from Complex AnalysisIn order to solve the dierential equation of Lemma 2, one needs a certainamount of Complex Analysis going beyond solving ordinary dierential equationsin the complex domain. Note, rst, that the dierential operator @z appearing inthe dierential equation of Lemma 2 is dened for non-holomorphic functions, too.Consequently, the dierential equation under consideration has non-holomorphicsolutions, in general1.Solutions w = (z) of the complex dierential equation@nzw = 0(where n  2) are called poly-analytic functions2. In a given domain 
 they canbe represented in the form (z) = n 1Xj=0 j(z)zj(3)where the j(z) are holomorphic in z. In view of Weyl's Lemma this representionformula holds if only  and its n 1 rst derivatives @z, . . ., @n 1z  are integrable.Dierentiating (3) (n  1) times with respect to z, one gets the representationformula n 1 = 1(n  1)!@n 1z for the leading coecient n 1. The remaining coecients can be calculated bythe recursion formulak = 1k!@kz     n 1zn 1      k+1zk+1 :1Non-holomorphic solutions of ordinary dierential equations in the complex domain havebeen discussed already in the paper [15].2Cf. M. B. Balk's book [1].
332 W. TUTSCHKEReplacing z by an independent variable , one gets an extension(z; ) = n 1Xj=0 j(z)jwhich is holomorphic in z and  in the fundamental domain3 
 IC . Dier-entiating k times with respect to  and substituting  = 0, one gets anotherrepresentation k(z) = 1k!@k(z; 0)of the holomorphic coecients of a poly-analytic function. The given (z) isconnected with (z; ) by the relation(z) = (z; z):Let 
1 and 
2 be domains in the z1- and z2-plane resp. Then a (complexvalued) function h = h(z1; z2) dened in 
1  
2 is called poly-analytic if it is asolution of a system of dierential equations of type@n1z1 h = 0; @n2z2 h = 0(4)Such a function can be represented in the formh(z1; z2) = n1 1X1=0 n2 1X2=0 h12(z1; z2)z11 z22where the h12 are holomorphic functions in z1 and z2. Again, the coecientsh12 can be represented by the derivatives of h. Similarly, the h12 can also berepresented by the derivatives of the holomorphic extensionH(z1; z2; 1; 2) = n1 1X1=0 n2 1X2=0 h12(z1; z2)11 22 :4. Decompositions by holomorphic factors in the complex planeSince a holomorphic function of a complex variable z can be interpreted asa function depending on one variable only, it makes sense to ask under whichconditions a (real- or complex-valued) non-holomorphic function h = h(z) can berepresented by nitely many holomorphic functions. For instance, the real valuedfunction h dened byh(x; y) = x2 + y2 + 1Xk=0  2x  x2   y2kin the unit disk (i.e., x2 + y2 < 1) can be represented in the formh = f1f1 + f2f23Concerning the concept of a fundamental domain see, for instance, I. N. Vekua's book [16].
LOWER-DIMENSIONAL DECOMPOSITIONS 333where f1(z) = z and f2(z) = 11  z :Using the results of the previous section, we are now in a position to solve thedierential equation mentioned in Lemma 2.Since @z is an elliptic operator and since the dierential equation under con-sideration has holomorphic coecients, its solutions have (local) power series rep-resentations in x and y (cf., for instance, L. Schwartz [12]). Without any loss ofgenerality consider a neighbourhood of z = 0, and rewrite the desired solution inthe form 1Xj=0j(z)zjwhere the j(z) are power series in z, i.e., they are holomorphic in z. Notethat @zzj = 0, i.e., the zj are anti-holomorphic. Moreover, the zj are linearlyindependent. Consequently, all of the coecients j(z) have to satisfy the givenordinary complex dierential equation. Since the j(z) are holomorphic solutions,they are linear combinations nXk=1 c(j)k gk(z)of n linearly independent (holomorphic) solutions gk(z). Again rearranging thepower series, one gets, nally,h(z) = 1Xj=0 nXk=1 c(j)k gk(z)! zj= nXk=1 gk(z)fk(z)where fk(z) = 1Xj=0 c(j)k zj:Hence the following decomposition theorem has been proved:Theorem 1. Suppose Dnzzh  0, while Dn 1zz h 6= 0 in the domain 
 of the z-plane. Then h can be represented in the formh(z) = nXk=1gk(z)fk(z)(5)where the gk and the fk are holomorphic functions in 
.
334 W. TUTSCHKERemark 1. Since the solution of an ordinary dierential equation exists globally incase the dierential equation is linear, the function h can be decomposed globally,too.Remark 2. If h is of form (5), then Dnzzh  0 necessarily. Indeed, (5) implies thath and its derivatives with respect to z (up to the order n) are linear combinationsof the n rows (gk @zgk    @nz gk) ;k = 1; :::; n. Therefore, Dnzzh has (as determinant with n+ 1 rows) to be equal tozero at each point z.5. A decomposition theorem for functions depending on four realvariablesLet h be a (real or complex valued) function depending on four real variablesx1; y1; x2; y2. Introduce two complex variables zj = xj + iyj , j = 1; 2. Supposeh = h(z1; z2) is a solution of the system (4), i.e., h is a poly-analytic function in twocomplex variables z1, z2. Then the natural holomorphic extension H(z1; z2; 1; 2)is dened in the corresponding fundamental domain in IC4. Moreover, h is apolynomial h(z1; z2) = n1 1X1=0 n2 1X2=0 11!2!@11 @22H(z1; z2; 0; 0)z11 z22in z1 and z2 whose coecients are holomorphic in z1 and z2. Applying Lemma 1to these coecients, the following statement has been proved:Theorem 2. Suppose h is a solution of the system@n1z1 h = 0; @n2z2 h = 0:Suppose, further, that for 0  1  n1 and 0  2  n2 there exist integers m12such that Dm12z1z2 @11 @22H(z1; z2; 0; 0)  0where H(z1; z2; 1; 2) is the natural holomorphic extension of h(z1; z2). Then hpossesses a nite decompositionh(z1; z2) = X1;2;k f (1; 2)k (z1)g(1; 2)k (z2)z11 z22where the f (1 ; 2)k and the g(1; 2)k , 1  k  m12 , are holomorphic in z1 and z2respectively.
LOWER-DIMENSIONAL DECOMPOSITIONS 3356. Concluding remarksRemark 1. The obtained theorems lead to conditions for the solvability of func-tional equations, too. For instance, in view of Theorem 1 the condition Dnzzh  0in 
 implies that to a given h dened in 
 there exist holomorphic solutions fkand gk, k = 1; :::; n of the functional equation (5).Remark 2. The corollary to the proof of Theorem 2.1 in H. Gauchman's andL. A. Rubel's paper [4] states that in a decomposition (1) the functions fk andgk have to be power series in x and y resp. provided the function h is supposedto be a power series in x; y (at least locally). Of course, a real-analytic function(in x and y) is a power series in z and z, too, but not every power series in zand z can be represented in the form (5). This shows that the above Theorem1 goes further than H. Gauchman's and L. A. Rubel's result on real analyticitydoes (cf. also Theorem 2.1.4 in Th. M. Rassias's and J. Simsa's book [11]). -Replacing the real variables x and y in H. Gauchman's and L. A. Rubel's corollaryunder consideration by two independent complex variables, one gets, nally, afactorization theorem in four real variables.Remark 3. As already shown in J. Simsa' paper [13], factorizations of matrix-valued functions can be reduced not only to factorizations of their entries, butalso they can be described by matrix operations. Consider, for instance, a matrixvalued function h = h(z) dened in 
 whose entries are supposed to be real-analytic functions, i.e., the entries of h(z) are locally representable as power seriesin (z   z0) and (z   z0). We are looking for factorizationsh(z) = f(z)g(z)(6)where the entries of the matrices f and g are (locally) power series in their vari-ables. Let H = H(z; ) be the natural holomorphic extension of h(z) dened in
  
, i.e., h(z) = H(z; z) in 
. Then (6) holds if and only ifH(z; ) = f(z)g()(7)in 

. Repeating the arguments in the proof of Theorem 1 in J. Simsa's paper[13], one can prove that (7) is true if and only ifH(z; ) = H(z; 0)H 1(z0; 0)H(z0; )for each z 2 
 and  2 
 where z0 2 
 and 0 2 
 are arbitrarily chosen.Remark 4. Similar generalizations of the above approach are possible also fordecompositions with two multi-dimensional (complex) variables and with severalsingle (complex) variables (cf. M. Cadek's and J. Simsa's papers [3] and [2] resp.;see also F. Neuman's paper [9]).Remark 5. The considerations on minimal decompositions (Section 2.3 in Th. M.Rassias's and J. Simsa's book [11]) are, of course, also applicable to decompositionsof functions in complex variables.
336 W. TUTSCHKERemark 6. Notice that in the case of more than two real variables some sucientand necessary conditions for the existence of decompositions are given by a systemof partial dierential equations in real variables (see, e.g., the Theorems 3.4.4 and3.4.6 in the book book [11] of Th. M. Rassias and J. Simsa). The conditionsformulated in Theorem 2 of the present paper are a system of partial complexdierential equations. References[1] Balk, M.B., Polyanalytic functions, Akademie-Verlag Berlin 1991.[2] Cadek, M., Simsa, J., Decomposable functions of several variables, Aequat. Mathem.,vol.40, 1990, 8-25.[3] Cadek, M., Simsa, J., Decompositions of smooth functions of two multidimensional vari-ables, Czechoslovak Mathem. Journ., vol. 41 (116) 1991, 342-358.[4] Gauchman, H., Rubel, L. A., Sums of products of functions of x times functions of y.Linear Algebra Appl., vol. 125, 1989, 19-63.[5] Herold, H., Dierentialgleichungen im Komplexen, Gottingen 1975.[6] Hormander, L., Introduction to Complex Analysis in Several Variables.[7] Neuman, F., Functions of two variables and matrices involving factorizations, C. R. Math.Rep. Acad. Sci. Canada, vol. 3, 1981, 7-11.[8] Neuman, F., Factorizations of matrices and functions of two variables, CzechoslovakMath.Journ., vol. 32, 1982, 582-588.[9] Neuman, F., Finite sums of products of functions in single variables, Linear Algebra Appl.,vol. 134, 1990, 153-164.[10] Neuman, F., Rassias, Th.M., Functions decomposable into nite sums of products (old andnew results, problems and trends), Contained in the volume Constantin Caratheodory: AnInternational Tribute (ed. by Th. M. Rassias), 956-963, World Scientic Publ. Co. 1991.[11] Rassias, Th.M., Simsa, J., Finite sums decompositions in Mathematical Analysis. Wiley,Chichester 1995.[12] Schwartz, L., Theorie des distributions, Tome I, Paris 1957.[13] Simsa, J., Some factorizations of matrix functions in several variables, Arch. Math.(Brno),vol. 28, 1994, 85-94.[14] Tutschke, W., Partielle Dierentialgleichungen. Klassische, funktionalanalytische undkomplexe Methoden, Teubner-Text Bd. 27, Leipzig 1983.[15] Tutschke, W., Withalm, C., Nonholomorphic solutions to ordinary dierential equationsin the complex domain, Math. Nachr., vol. 144, 1989, 109-117.[16] Vekua, I. N., New methods for solving elliptic equations, Wiley, New York 1967.[17] Vekua, I. N., Generalized analytic functions, 2nd edit. Moscow 1988 (in Russian); Engl.transl. Oxford 1962.Technical University Graz, Department of MathematicsSteyrergasse 30/3, A-8010 Graz, AUSTRIAE-mail: tutschke@matd.tu.graz.ac.at
